Dust-Off® for States, Counties & Towns
Control. Stabilize. Save.™
States and municipalities across America rely on Dust-Off® dust suppressant to provide an easy, money-saving way to control dust and stabilize roads. Discover how Dust-Off® can help your road department cut costs and promote better health, safety and productivity for your citizens.

Stabilize Roads, Extend Aggregate Life
Dust-Off® compacts and stabilizes gravel roads – helping to reduce aggregate loss by 42-61%.1

Reduce Costly Road Maintenance
Cost analysis shows a 30-46% reduction in total annual maintenance cost for unpaved roads treated with magnesium chloride – the active ingredient in Dust-Off®.2

Keep Taxpayers Happy
Dust-Off® not only saves taxpayers money by reducing maintenance costs, it also helps keep roads smooth and more enjoyable to drive.

Improve Visibility, Prevent Accidents
Windblown dust can restrict visibility and cause accidents in high traffic areas. Dust-Off® improves visibility and makes roads safer to travel.

Low Cost Alternative to Paving
Dust-Off® provides an efficient, low cost alternative to paving – helping to keep less costly unpaved roads in excellent condition.

Cleaner Air, Healthier Environment
Road dust can contribute to asthma and other health problems. Dust-Off® cleans the air by reducing fugitive dust emissions by 50-70%.3

Keep Dust Down and Costs Low. Contact your local Dust-Off® distributor to learn more or call Cargill Salt at 1-888-385-SALT (7258).
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